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Dynamical neural networks
• A dynamical system whose steady state corresponds to

solutions of certain optimization/learning problems.

• Examples: Hopfield network, Boltzmann machine.

• Excellent for hardware implementation: each weight is stored

only at the post-synaptic neuron. Computations are fully local

and massively parallelizable. No memory transfer bottleneck.

• We consider realization using spiking neurons.

• The locally competitive algorithm can solve ℓ1-minimization

using dynamical networks [Rozell ’08].

• Spiking neurons yield a much more efficient implementation

due to reduced communication costs [Tang ’17].

• However, no known dynamical networks can provably learn

the associated dictionaries.

Q1: How to locally compute the learning gradient 

𝐷𝐚 − 𝐱 𝐚𝐓? 

Q2: How to distributively maintain the weight 

relationships between excitation and inhibition? 

Contrastive learning
• Perturb the network to introduce a second steady state.

Compute learning gradients by comparing the two steady states.

• For Hopfield/Boltzmann, a teacher signal is added to perturb

the network.

• We add internal feedback for unsupervised dictionary learning.
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Neuron steady-state spike rates

Learning algorithm
1. Run the network in the two phases and collect spike rates.

2. Adjust excitation and feedback weights using perturbation of

input neuron spike rates.

3. Adjust inhibition weights using perturbation of coding neuron

spike rates, at a faster time scale to maintain weight consistency.

 Input neuron perturbation reflects the learning 

gradient.

 Coding neuron perturbation reflects the weight 

inconsistency.

Network in action under perturbation
• Input neurons learns to minimize spike rate differences, and

hence minimize reconstruction errors.

• Coding neurons learns to maintain the same spike rates, and

hence maintain weight consistency.
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Conclusion and future directions
• Relevant gradients for dictionary learning are all provably

computable with only local information in our proposal.

• It is feasible to further expand inhibition weights to a set of

inhibitory neurons, reducing memory requirements.

• Biological relevance: our network resembles a model in which

the neurological STDP process enables learning by computing

spike rate differences [Xie ’00].

Sparsity arises from neuron competition

Sparse coding by spiking neural networks


